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Noncompetitive N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonists such as ketamine represent useful pharmacological tools to model, in both

healthy humans and rodents, behavioral and cerebral abnormalities of schizophrenia. These compounds are thought to exert some of

their disruptive effects by impairing glutamatergic transmission in corticolimbic circuits including the nucleus accumbens (NAc). In this

study, we investigated in freely moving rats behavioral changes as well as electrophysiological and neurochemical alterations in the NAc

following acute systemic injection of a subanesthetic dose (25mg/kg) of ketamine. We found that ketamine induced an immediate

behavioral activation, characterized by hyperlocomotion, stereotypies and ataxia, and abolished latent inhibition in a conditioned-fear

paradigm when injected at the pre-exposure stage. We also observed that during expression of motor effects which are thought to be

related to the positive symptoms of schizophrenia, ketamine potentiated synaptic efficacy in the prefrontal-accumbens pathway and

increased the extracellular levels of glutamate in the NAc. These results, taken together with previous findings, suggest that the psychotic-

like effects of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists may be, in part, mediated by an increase in glutamate release in the NAc associated

with synaptic changes in accumbens glutamatergic inputs including enhancement of synaptic efficacy in the prefrontal input.
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INTRODUCTION

Pharmacological blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
glutamate receptors has been proposed as a relevant model
of schizophrenia in humans and animals. Indeed, admin-
istration of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists such as
phencyclidine (PCP) or ketamine to healthy volunteers
induces a schizophrenia-like syndrome including positive
and negative symptoms as well as cognitive dysfunction
(Luby et al, 1959; Krystal et al, 1994; Malhotra et al, 1996).
Moreover, these compounds have been shown to exacerbate
the symptomatology of schizophrenic patients (Luby et al,
1959; Lahti et al, 1995; Malhotra et al, 1997). In rodents,
acute administration of PCP, ketamine or MK-801 produces
hyperlocomotion and stereotypies as well as deficit in social
interactions, which are thought to correspond to certain

aspects of the positive and negative symptoms of schizo-
phrenia, respectively (Irifune et al, 1995; Sams-Dodd, 1996;
Adams and Moghaddam, 1998). Noncompetitive NMDA
antagonists have also been found to impair performance of
several cognitive tasks in rats (Butelman, 1990; Kesner and
Dakis, 1993; Verma and Moghaddam, 1996) including latent
inhibition, which is disrupted in patients with acute
schizophrenia (Moser et al, 2000).
On the basis of the clinical findings, it has been

hypothesized that dysfunction of glutamatergic transmis-
sion, rather than dopaminergic (DA) as initially thought,
might underlie the expression of schizophrenic symptoms
(Javitt and Zukin, 1991; Olney and Farber, 1995). The
current pathophysiological models of schizophrenia postu-
late that this disorder would result from a neurodevelop-
mental disruption of cortical glutamatergic transmission
leading secondary to a dysregulation of subcortical DA
system (Grace, 1991, 2000; Carlsson et al, 1999; Jentsch and
Roth, 1999; Coyle et al, 2003). In particular, dysfunction in
afferents and efferents of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) is
thought to be implicated (Grace, 2000). Indeed, the NAc,
which constitutes the main part of the ventral striatum,
receives glutamatergic projections from the medial pre-
frontal cortex (mPFC), hippocampus, and basolateral
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amygdala in addition to a massive DA innervation from the
ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Sesack and Pickel, 1990;
Zahm and Brog, 1992). Furthermore, postmortem and
imaging studies of brains of schizophrenic patients have
consistently reported structural and functional abnormal-
ities in the PFC (Weinberger et al, 1986; Glantz and Lewis,
2000; Callicott et al, 2003) and hippocampus (Bogerts et al,
1985; Csernansky et al, 1998; Heckers et al, 1998) as well as
dysregulation in the striatal DA system (Laruelle et al, 1996;
Breier et al, 1997; Abi-Dargham et al, 1998).
The NAc is considered as an interface between the limbic

and motor systems, translating information generated by
the PFC, hippocampus, and amygdala into responses to
guide subsequent motor acts (Mogenson et al, 1980). Grace
(2000) has proposed that schizophrenic symptoms might be
subserved by a decreased activity in glutamatergic projec-
tions from both hippocampus and PFC associated with
an increased influence of inputs from amygdala. This has
been partially demonstrated by recent studies using the
pharmacological ketamine model of schizophrenia. Indeed,
this NMDA antagonist depresses synaptic efficacy between
the hippocampus and the NAc (Hunt et al, 2005), while it
enhances synaptic transmission between the basolateral
amygdala and the NAc (Kessal et al, 2005). Such an
investigation for the projection from the PFC to the NAc
would be of particular interest.
The aim of the present study was therefore to examine the

effect produced by systemic injection of a subanesthetic
dose of ketamine on synaptic efficacy between the PFC and
the NAc in freely moving rats. We first analyzed the effects
induced by this dose of ketamine on psychotic-related
behaviors and cognitive function using latent inhibition.
A determination of the time-course effect of ketamine on
the extracellular levels of glutamate in the NAc was also
performed using in vivo microdialysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Male Wistar rats weighing 280–350 g (Charles River, France)
were used in all experiments. Animals were housed in
collective cages before surgery and in individual cages after
surgery. Rats were maintained on a free feeding regimen
with a 12 h light-dark cycle. Behavioral experiments were
performed during the light phase. All animal procedures
were conducted in accordance with the European Commu-
nity Guidelines on the care and use of laboratory animals
(86/609/EEC).

Surgical Procedure

Rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (60mg/
kg, i.p.) and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus with the
incisor bar set at �3.0mm. The skull was exposed and holes
were drilled for placement of skull screws and cannula
or electrodes. Electrodes, made of two twisted silver wires
(110 mm diameter), were implanted ipsilaterally according
to the coordinates of the atlas of Paxinos and Watson
(1986): stimulating electrodes were placed, with respect to
the bregma, in the prelimbic region of PFC (anterior (A),
2.7; lateral (L), 0.5–0.9; ventral (V), 3–4.5) and recording

electrodes in the shell region of the NAc (A, 1.6; L, 0.4–0.9;
V, 6.3–7.4). The position of the electrodes was adjusted until
a maximal amplitude of the field potential was recorded.
The cannula (CMA/11 microdialysis, Stockolm, Sweden)
was implanted unilaterally into the shell of the NAc (A, 1.6;
L, 0.8; V, �5.8). The screws and electrodes or cannula were
secured in place with dental cement. Following surgery, rats
were allowed to recover for at least 5 days before the
experiments started.

Locomotor Activity, Stereotypies, and Ataxia
Assessment

Motor behavior was measured during microdialysis experi-
ments. Saline or ketamine-induced locomotor activity
(total photocell beam interruptions) were monitored using
an automated infrared beam-based system (Colombus,
USA) placed along a rectangular cage. Beam interruptions
were totaled every 5min. Stereotypies and ataxia were
videotaped for off-line analysis. These behaviors were
evaluated for 1min every 5min according to the rating
scale of Sams-Dodd (1996).

Latent Inhibition Procedure

Latent inhibition was assessed using a conditioned freezing
response paradigm in which a tone (67 dB, 1000Hz, 15 s)
was used as the conditioned stimulus (CS) and a mild eyelid
shock (3.5mA, 5Hz, 1 s) as the unconditioned stimulus
(US). Pre-exposure to the tone prior to pairing resulted in a
reduction of the conditioned freezing compared to animals
not pre-exposed (PE). At least 5 days before the experi-
ments, using the same anesthesia protocol described above,
two stimulating electrodes were inserted in each corner of
the right eyelid of the animal in order to apply the mild
shock.
The procedure consisted of a pre-exposure stage (days

1–2), a conditioning stage (day 3), and a test stage (day 4).
On days 1 and 2, 16 CS presentations separated by a 2-min
interval were delivered to the rats of the PE group, whereas
the rats of the non-PE (NP) group were placed in the
experimental chamber for the same duration (38min)
without any CS presentation. On the following day, PE
and NP rats were given a conditioning trial consisting of
a 4-min free exploration period followed by two CS–US
pairings separated by a 2-min interval. Each rat was
removed 2min after delivery of the second CS–US
presentation and returned to its home cage. An additional
control group (NP and nonconditioned (NP-NC)) was used.
Rats were placed for the same period of time in the
conditioning chamber but neither tone nor shock were
delivered. On day 4, all rats were given a 6-min period of
free exploration in the experimental chamber, after which
the CS was delivered during 2min. Freezing behavior was
continuously videotaped for off-line analyses. The freezing
score was calculated as a percentage of the 2-min tone
presentation.
To avoid contextual interference, rats were placed on days

1–3 in a transparent Plexiglas box with a smooth floor and
cleaned with 1% acetic acid whereas, on the test day, the
experimental chamber was different (opaque plastic box,
with a rough floor cleaned with 85% ethanol). Ketamine
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(25mg/kg) or saline vehicle was injected 20min prior to the
pre-exposure phase.

In Vivo Electrophysiological Recordings

Rats were placed in a recording chamber (35� 35� 42 cm3)
and electrophysiological activity was recorded through
a junction field effect transistor operational amplifier
connected to the headstage. Cables from the amplifier
were relayed by a multichannel rotating connector, allowing
free movement of the rat within the experimental chamber.
Standard stimulation of PFC consisted of single pulses
(0.1ms duration) delivered every 30 s. Evoked-field poten-
tials recorded in the NAc were amplified, filtered (gain 1000;
band-pass 0.001–1 kHz) and digitized using a Power 1401
interface (CED, Cambridge, UK) connected to a computer
for off-line analysis. Responses were measured as a function
of stimulus intensity (100–1000 mA) to yield input–output
curves and were recorded for at least 3 days to ensure
that baseline responses were stable. On the test day, the
intensity corresponding to 70% of the maximal amplitude
was selected as test intensity. After a baseline period of
30min, ketamine (25mg/kg) or saline was injected and
evoked-field potentials were recorded for an additional
120min. Input–output curves were determined in a separate
study before and 30, 60, and 90min after injection of
ketamine.

In Vivo Microdialysis

On the day of the microdialysis experiment, rats were
placed in a Plexiglas cage (35� 35� 38 cm3) and the probe
(CMA/11, 240 mm diameter, 20 kDa cutoff, 2mm membrane
length) was inserted into the cannula. The probe was per-
fused with Ringer’s solution (NaH2PO4, 0.45mM; Na2HPO4,
2.33mM; CaCl2, 1mM; NaCl, 149mM; KCl, 2.8mM; MgCl2,
1mM; pH¼ 7.4) at a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min. The probe was
connected to the microperfusion pump via a dual-channel
liquid swivel coupled to a balance arm (Instech, Plymouth,
USA), allowing free movement of the animal during the
experiment. After a 4-h stabilization period, dialysates
samples were collected at 5-min intervals and stored at
�801C before analyses by capillary electrophoresis. Four
dialysate samples were used to determine basal levels.
Then, rats were injected with ketamine (25mg/kg) or
saline and samples were collected for an additional
145min. To synchronize motor activation with sample
collection, the time delay due to the dead volume of the
microdialysis system (probe and output tubing) was taken
into account.

Capillary Electrophoresis Analysis of Glutamate

The dialysate samples (5 ml) were analyzed for glutamate
content using an automatic P/ACETMMDQ system (Beck-
man-Coulter, Fullerton, USA) equipped with an external
laser-induced fluorescence ZETALIF detector (Picometrics,
Ramonville, France). The excitation was performed by a
He-Cd laser (Liconix, Santa Clara, CA) at a wave length
of 442 nm. Separations were carried out with a fused-silica
capillary (50 mm internal diameter). The method used was
adapted from that previously described by Bert et al (1996).

Dialysates and standard solutions were derivatized by
adding a mixture containing the internal standard (amino-
adipic acid (AAD)), a borate/sodium cyanide (NaCN)
solution and naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxaldehyde (NDA) as
the fluorogen agent. Glutamate analysis was performed
using 75mM borate buffer (pH 9.2) at a voltage of 25 kV.

Drugs and Chemicals

NDA and NaCN were purchased from Fluka (Buchs,
Switzerland). Ketamine hydrochloride, DL-glutamate, AAD,
boric acid, and sodium tetraborate were obtained from
Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA), mono and dibasic sodium
phosphate from Carlo Erba (Rodano, Italia). Ketamine was
dissolved in 0.9% saline solution and injected intraperito-
neally (i.p.) in a volume of 1ml/kg.

Histology

After completion of microdialysis and electrophysiological
experiments, rats were anesthetized and their brains rapidly
removed. Serial sections of 25 mm were performed on
a cryostat and stained with cresyl violet for verification
of electrode or probe placement.

Data Analysis

Statistical analysis of the conditioned freezing response was
performed using one-way (pilot study) or two-way ANOVA
(treatment� condition) followed by Newman–Keuls test for
post hoc comparisons. Comparisons between stereotypies
and ataxia scores in the ketamine group and the saline
group were performed using the nonparametric Mann–
Whitney test. The data from other experiments were
analyzed using two-way ANOVA with time or intensity as
the repeated measures and treatment as the between-group
factor. Post hoc comparisons were performed using Student
or Newman–Keuls test.

RESULTS

Effects of Ketamine on Locomotor Activity,
Stereotypies, and Ataxia

Figure 1a represents the change as a function of time
in locomotor activity of rats after intraperitoneal injection
of 25mg/kg ketamine or saline. Ketamine produced a
significant increase in locomotor activity compared to
the control group as revealed by a two-way ANOVA ana-
lysis with a significant treatment effect (F[1,8]¼ 28.6;
p¼ 0.0011), time effect (F[32,256]¼ 14.82; po0.0001) and
treatment� time interaction (F[32,256]¼ 12.12; po0.0001).
Locomotor activity increased immediately and reached a
maximal value at 10-min postinjection. Post hoc compar-
isons indicated that the hyperlocomotion induced by
ketamine was significant, compared to saline group,
between 5 and 40min after injection.
The time-course effect produced by ketamine on stereo-

typed behavior is shown in Figure 1b and the temporal
pattern obtained was similar to that observed with
locomotor activity. Indeed, stereotypies induced by keta-
mine reached maximal scores at 10-min postinjection and
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their values were significantly different from those of
control rats between 5 and 40min after ketamine injection
(Mann–Whitney test).
Ketamine also produced ataxia (Figure 1c), which was

moderate according to the scale of Sams-Dodd (1996).
Analysis of these data with nonparametric Mann–Whitney
test revealed that ataxia scores in ketamine-treated rats were
significantly different from those of saline-injected rats
between 10 and 55min following ketamine injection. Ataxia
scores were maximal 15min after injection.

Effect of Ketamine on Latent Inhibition in a
Conditioned-Fear Paradigm

The result of a pilot study performed in order to validate
our protocol is represented in Figure 2a. As expected, one-
way ANOVA analysis indicated that conditioned NP rats
displayed a significantly higher percentage of freezing
during the CS presentation than rats from NC-NP group
(po0.05). The duration of freezing in the PE group was also
significantly lower than that observed in the NP group
(po0.05), indicating a latent inhibition effect in the PE
group.
The percentage of freezing during CS presentation for PE

and NP rats after saline or ketamine treatment is shown in
Figure 2b. Intraperitoneal injection of 25mg/kg ketamine
before the pre-exposure stage induced a significant disrup-
tion of latent inhibition compared to the saline group as

Figure 1 Time-course effects of ketamine or saline on (a) locomotor
activity, (b) stereotypies and (c) ataxia. Each point represents the
mean7SEM of five animals. *po0.05, **po0.01, and ***po0.001
indicate significant differences from the saline-treated group corresponding
to the same postinjection time (Student or Mann–Whitney test).

Figure 2 Latent inhibition test. (a) Effect of pre-exposure and
conditioning to the conditioned stimulus (CS) on the freezing response
in conditioned non-pre-exposed (NP), pre-exposed (PE) and noncondi-
tioned NP (NC-NP) rats. (b) Effect of ketamine on latent inhibition. Values
are expressed as percentage (mean7SEM) of freezing during the 2-min CS
presentation (n¼ 6-8). }po0.05 indicates a significant conditioning effect,
#po0.05 indicates a significant pre-exposure effect and *po0.01 indicates
a significant treatment effect (Newman–Keuls test).
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shown by a two-way ANOVA analysis with a significant
treatment effect (F[1,25]¼ 6.38; p¼ 0.018), pre-exposure
effect (F[1,25]¼ 6.93; p¼ 0.014) and treatment� pre-expo-
sure interaction (F[1,25]¼ 4.74; po0.05).

Effect of Ketamine on Synaptic Transmission between
the Prefrontal Cortex and the NAc

Field potentials evoked by stimulation of the prelimbic
region of the PFC in the shell of the NAc were characterized
by a positive component with a peak latency of 10–12ms,
consistent with a monosynaptic activation (Figure 3a). Our
data are in agreement with those recently reported by Goto
and Grace (2005a) in anesthetized rats. Indeed, these
authors have found that in vivo PFC stimulation evoked
field potentials with a positive component in the shell
region of the NAc but a negative component in the core
region. Schematic drawings of electrode placement after
histological verification are shown in Figure 4a (stimula-
tion) and Figure 4b (recording).
Acute systemic injection of ketamine at a subanesthetic

dose of 25mg/kg i.p. induced potentiation (B20% from
baseline) of the amplitude of the positive component of the
PFC-NAc field potential (Figure 3b). Changes in the positive
component were immediate and maximal between 10 and
40min after ketamine injection. Then, the amplitude
decreased progressively before returning to baseline values
at B95-min postinjection. Injection of saline did not alter
the field potential amplitude. A two-way ANOVA analysis
on these data indicated a significant effect of treat-
ment (F[1,10]¼ 29.13; p¼ 0.0003), of time (F[30,300]¼
6.61; po0.0001) and their interaction (F[30,300]¼ 5.97;
po0.0001).
In a separate study, the effect induced by ketamine on

NAc evoked potentials was evaluated by complete input–
output curves obtained before and 30, 60, and 90min after
injection (Figure 3c). Two-way ANOVA with intensity as the
repeated measures indicated a significant effect of treatment
(F[3,24]¼ 2.91; p¼ 0.05) and intensity (F[9,216]¼ 350.36;
po0.0001) with no significant interaction between treat-
ment and intensity. Post hoc analysis revealed that 30min
after ketamine injection, the amplitude of the positive
component was significantly different from baseline group
for intensities of stimulation X600 mA whereas 60min after
injection, the amplitude was significantly increased com-
pared to baseline group for intensities of stimulation
X900 mA. At 90-min postinjection, ketamine induced a
significant increase in the amplitude only for an intensity
of stimulation of 1000 mA.

Effect of Ketamine on the Extracellular Levels of
Glutamate in the NAc

The mean concentrations of glutamate obtained in dialy-
sates (not corrected for in vitro recovery) from the NAc
before saline or ketamine injection were 10.1� 10�7M
72.14 and 9.2� 10�7M72.99, respectively.
Acute systemic injection of ketamine at a dose of

25mg/kg i.p. induced a significant increase of B120% in
the extracellular levels of glutamate in the shell region of
NAc compared to the control group (Figure 5). Two-way
ANOVA analysis revealed a significant treatment effect

Figure 3 Effect of ketamine on PFC-NAc field potentials. (a) Examples
of field potentials recorded in the NAc in response to prefrontal
stimulation. (b) Time-course effect of ketamine (n¼ 7) or saline (n¼ 5)
on the amplitude of the positive component. Values are expressed as
percentage (mean7SEM) of baseline levels. *po0.05, **po0.01, and
***po0.0001 indicate significant differences from the saline group
(Student’s t-test). (c) Input–output curves (mean7SEM) of the amplitude
of the positive component obtained at baseline (BL) and 30, 60, and 90min
after injection of ketamine. *po0.05 indicates significant differences from
the BL recording (Newman–Keuls test).
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(F[1,8]¼ 10.57; p¼ 0.012), time effect (F[32,256]¼ 2.51;
po0.0001) and treatment� time interaction (F[32,256]¼
2.44; po0.0001). The increase in glutamate reached
maximal levels at B25min after ketamine injection and
remained significantly elevated above baseline levels
throughout the experiment. A progressive decline of
glutamate levels was however observed at 130-min post-
injection. Histological localization of probes placement is
shown in Figure 4c.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that ketamine, at a dose that
induced disruptive effects on motor behavior and latent

inhibition, produced a potentiation of synaptic transmis-
sion between the PFC and the NAc associated with an
increase in the extracellular levels of glutamate in the NAc.
Acute systemic injection of a subanesthetic dose of

ketamine (25mg/kg) in rats produced an immediate motor
syndrome including hyperlocomotion, stereotypies and
ataxia, characteristic of NMDA antagonists. The maximal
scores were observed between 10 and 15min following
ketamine injection and returned to baseline values after
40min. The time-course effect of ketamine on motor
behavior in rats is similar to that previously described in
mice (Irifune et al, 1995). This temporal pattern differs from
those reported in rats (Druhan et al, 1996; Adams and
Moghaddam, 1998) or mice (Irifune et al, 1995) with other
noncompetitive NMDA antagonists, such as PCP or MK-
801, which produce a longer effect with a maximal response
at about 20 or 40min postinjection, respectively.
The behavioral effects induced by the same dose of

ketamine was also examined on latent inhibition in a
conditioned-fear paradigm. We have found that ketamine
injected before pre-exposure abolished latent inhibition.
This result is consistent with two previous studies showing
that ketamine or MK-801, injected before or just after pre-
exposure, disrupted latent inhibition in a conditioned taste-
aversion paradigm whereas no effect was obtained when
these compounds were injected only at the conditioning
stage (Aguado et al, 1994; Traverso et al, 2003). Several
studies have failed however to find any disruption of latent
inhibition after acute injection of noncompetitive NMDA
antagonists (Moser et al, 2000) or reported abolition of
latent inhibition with concomitant decrease in the condi-
tioned response in control groups (Turgeon et al, 2000).
Moreover, a recent study has shown that MK-801 induced,
on the contrary, a persistent latent inhibition in a condi-
tioned emotional response procedure when it was adminis-
tered at the conditioning stage but not at the pre-exposure
stage (Gaisler-Salomon and Weiner, 2003). These opposing

Figure 4 Histological localization of electrodes and microdialysis membranes according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson. (a) Stimulating electrodes
were placed in the prelimbic (PL) region of the PFC. (b) Recording electrodes were placed in the shell region of the NAc. (c) Microdialysis membranes were
placed in the shell of the NAc. NacSh, shell of the NAc; NacC, core of the NAc.

Figure 5 Time-course effect of ketamine (n¼ 5) or saline (n¼ 5) on the
extracellular levels of glutamate in the NAc. Values are expressed as
percentage (mean7SEM) of the four basal values obtained before
injection. *po0.05, **po0.01 indicate significant differences from the
saline group corresponding to the same postinjection time (Student’s
t-test).
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effects induced by noncompetitive NMDA antagonists on
latent inhibition seem therefore to depend on the time of
injection and likely involve distinct mechanisms. Consistent
with a drug effect depending on the time of administration,
serotonergic compounds have been found to exert their
effects only at the time of pre-exposure (Moser et al, 2000;
Weiner, 2003). Furthermore, serotonergic projections to the
NAc have been shown to influence latent inhibition
(Loskutova, 2001). Recently, the NAc and its DA innerva-
tion have also been implicated in the acquisition of latent
inhibition (ie the pre-exposure phase) (I Bethus, personal
communication). It is possible that glutamatergic mecha-
nisms might also participate to the acquisition of latent
inhibition. Dysfunction of glutamatergic inputs to the
accumbens by ketamine (Hunt et al, 2005; Kessal et al,
2005 and present results) might therefore underlie the
disruption of latent inhibition observed with this compound
in our conditioned-fear paradigm.
Our electrophysiological results have shown that keta-

mine, at the dose of 25mg/kg, induced a potentiation of
PFC-evoked excitatory neurotransmission in the shell
region of the NAc of freely moving rats. More specifically,
the ketamine-induced increase in the amplitude of the
positive component of PFC-evoked response was the most
significant between 10 and 40min after injection. Interest-
ingly, this interval of time, as mentioned above, was
associated with significant hyperlocomotion, stereotypies,
and ataxia. Indeed, previous studies have indicated that PCP
produced hyperlocomotion and stereotypies by potentiating
(via a disinhibitory mechanism) glutamatergic neurotrans-
mission at non-NMDA receptors since these behaviors
could be reversed by injection of AMPA receptor antago-
nists or group II metabotropic glutamate receptor agonists
(Moghaddam and Adams, 1998; Cartmell et al, 1999;
Takahata and Moghaddam, 2003). In particular, the findings
of Takahata and Moghaddam (2003) suggest that the motor
effects of PCP are mediated through glutamatergic projec-
tions from the PFC to the NAc and VTA. On the basis
of these data, it can be hypothesized that the potentiation
of synaptic transmission we observed in the prefrontal-
accumbens pathway after systemic injection of ketamine
may sustain the hyperlocomotion, stereotypies, and ataxia
induced by this compound, these phenomena being
temporally associated.
The present microdialysis results show that systemic

injection of 25mg/kg ketamine produces a sustained and
large increase in the extracellular levels of glutamate in the
shell of the NAc. To date, in vivo microdialysis studies using
subanesthetic doses of ketamine (ie under 50mg/kg i.p.)
have only been performed in the mPFC and have reported
that this NMDA antagonist increased both glutamate and
dopamine efflux in this structure (Moghaddam et al, 1997;
Lorrain et al, 2003). Our finding is consistent with the effect
of PCP, which increases glutamate efflux in the NAc (Adams
and Moghaddam, 1998). The observed increase in glutama-
tergic transmission suggests that glutamate could be the
excitatory neurotransmitter which mediates the ketamine-
induced potentiation of synaptic efficacy in the NAc.
Indeed, even if ketamine is expected to increase DA levels
in the NAc like PCP (Adams and Moghaddam, 1998),
and, although DA can facilitate hippocampal-evoked
activity of accumbens neurons through D1 receptors, DA

has been reported to reduce in vivo PFC-evoked response
through D2 receptors (Floresco et al, 2001; Brady and
O’Donnell, 2004; Goto and Grace, 2005b). Further investi-
gations, using AMPA antagonists for example, could help
to establish a direct link between the synaptic changes and
the increase of glutamate levels induced by ketamine in
the NAc.
Our group has previously shown in freely moving rats

that ketamine, used at the same dose as in the present study,
induced a depression of glutamatergic transmission bet-
ween the hippocampus and the NAc (Hunt et al, 2005) and,
on the contrary, a potentiation of synaptic efficacy between
the basolateral amygdala and the NAc (Kessal et al, 2005).
Taken together with the present electrophysiological results,
these data indicate that blockade of NMDA receptors
induces a profound disruption of information processing
in the NAc, facilitating selectively information flow from the
prefrontal cortex and amygdala. Such a disruption, as may
occur in schizophrenia, could result in the transmission of
inappropriate responses by accumbens output neurons and
lead to abnormal behavior. In the pathophysiological model
of schizophrenia proposed by Grace (2000), as mentioned
above (see Introduction), a decrease in the influence of
glutamatergic inputs from PFC to the NAc is hypothesized
to occur based on the hypofrontality described in neuro-
imaging studies during working memory tasks in schizo-
phrenic patients (Weinberger et al, 1986; Andreasen et al,
1992; Spence et al, 1998). Nevertheless, more recent
neuroimaging studies using similar tasks have, on the
contrary, observed an hyperfrontality (Callicott et al, 2003;
Manoach, 2003). To explain these discrepancies, the authors
have suggested that patients with schizophrenia would have
more limited working memory capacity than healthy
subjects, resulting in an inverted U-shaped curveFas a
function of working memory loadsFshifted to the left
compared to controls. In this model, schizophrenic subjects
display higher PFC activation than controls at low working
memory demands and lower PFC activation at high
demands. This model can therefore help to reconcile our
present data, showing an enhancement of the synaptic
transmission in the prefrontal-accumbens pathway, and the
hypothesis of Grace. Interestingly, a recent electrophysio-
logical study has reported that acute systemic injection
of MK-801 produced a potentiation of the firing rate of
prefrontal neurons, concomitant with a reduction in burst
activity, and correlated with expression of stereotypies
(Jackson et al, 2004). The authors have suggested that these
mechanisms may contribute to impair filtering of irrelevant
information and, thereby, may enhance transmission of
disinformation. It can be hypothesized, on the basis of
these data and the present results, that blockade of NMDA
receptors may lead to transmission of irrelevant informa-
tion from PFC to the NAc, which may be potentiated
subsequently at the level of the NAc, leading to abnormal
perseverative response.
In conclusion, the present study is the first to demon-

strate that a noncompetitive NMDA antagonist ketamine,
at a dose that produces schizophrenic-like effects, induces
a potentiation of synaptic transmission between the PFC
and the NAc in freely moving rats. This effect, which could
be mediated by the increase in glutamate levels observed
in the NAc following ketamine injection, may be one of
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the mechanisms by which inappropriate behavioral
responses such as hyperlocomotion and stereotypies may
be expressed.
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